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Applying the techniques from Nevanlinna theory of value distribution theory of
meromorphic functions on C n, we investigate the existence problem of some
meromorphic solutions and obtain a satisfactory Malmquist type theorem for a
class of algebraic partial differential equations on C n which improves some earlier
main results. We give several examples to complement our results. Q 1997 Aca-
demic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
w xJ. Malmquist 8 proved the following theorem:
THEOREM OF MALMQUIST. If the differential equation
p q
i jdwrdz s a z w b z w , .  . i j
is0 js0
  .4   .4with rational coefficients a z and b z , possesses a transcendentali j
meromorphic solution in the complex plane, then the equation is actually
degenerated into a Riccati equation, i.e., q s 0 and p F 2.
Some other proofs and generalizations of this theorem have been
obtained with the aid of Nevanlinna theory of meromorphic functions in
 w x.the complex plane by various authors e.g., see 1, 2, 5, 7, 12]14 . But all
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of these studies have been restricted to differential equations in the
complex plane.
w xRecently, we 15 established some Malmquist type theorems for a class
of algebraic partial differential equations on C n. In this paper, we shall
obtain a satisfactory Malmquist type theorem which improves the main
w xresults in 15 and complements the Malmquist type result for meromor-
phic solutions of some algebraic partial differential equations on C n. It is
assumed that the reader is familiar with the standard notations and basic
results of Nevanlinna theory of meromorphic functions in several complex
 w x.variables see 3, 6, 9, 11, and 15 . Further, the term ``meromorphic'' in
this paper will always mean meromorphic on C n.
2. STATEMENT OF THE RESULTS
 .Let V z, w be the first order differential polynomial of meromorphic
 . nfunction w z on C with meromorphic coefficients, i.e.,
i ii 1 n0V z , w s c z w ­ wr­ z ??? ­ wr­ z , 1 .  .  .  .  .  i. 1 n
 .i gI
 . n   .4where z s z , . . . , z g C , the coefficients c z are meromorphic1 n  i.
 .maybe transcendental functions, and I is a finite set of multi-indices
 .  .  .i s i , i , . . . , i for which c z k 0 and i , i , . . . , i are non-negative0 1 n  i. 0 1 n
integers.
 .  .The degree of a single term of multi-index i g I in V z, w is denoted
< . <  .by i s i q i q ??? qi and the total degree of V z, w is defined by0 1 n
 < . <  . 4d s max i : i g I .
 .Let R z, w be an irreducible rational function in w with meromorphic
coefficients, i.e.,
s k
i jR z , w s a z w b z w , 2 .  .  .  . i j
is0 js0
  .4   .4 nwhere the coefficients a z and b z are meromorphic on C withi j
 .  .a z b z k 0.s k
We shall consider the algebraic partial differential equation
V z , w s R z , w , 3 .  .  .
 .  .  .  .where V z, w and R z, w are defined by 1 and 2 , respectively.
 .For 3 , define
s k
S r s O T r , c q T r , a q T r , b q log r 4 .  .  .  . .   i. i j / . is0 js0i gI
 .to estimate the growth of the coefficients of Eq. 3 .
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 .A meromorphic solution w s w z of the partial differential equation
 .   4  4  4.3 is called admissible with respect to its coefficients c , a , and b i. i j
 .   ..if S r s o T r, w as r tends q`, possibly outside a set of finite linear
 .  .measure, where S r is given by 4 .
We shall prove
 .THEOREM 1. If 3 admits an admissible solution, then we ha¨e k s 0,
 .  .i.e., R z, w in 3 is actually degenerated into a polynomial in w.
w xCombining the above result and Theorem 1 in 15 , we immediately
obtain:
 .  .THEOREM 2. If 3 admits an admissible solution w s w z , then we
ha¨e
k s 0 and s F d 2 y u w , ` , . .
 .  .where d is the total degree of V z, w in w, and u w, ` is the defect of the
 .   .  .¨alue ` for w z note 0 F u w, ` F 1 for any meromorphic function w z
n.on C .
 . nIf all of the coefficients of 3 are rational on C , then any of transcen-
 .dental meromorphic solutions of 3 is admissible. Thus by Theorem 2 the
following result is obvious.
 .COROLLARY 3. Suppose that all of the coefficients of 3 are rational on
n  .  .C . If 3 possesses a transcendental meromorphic solution w s w z , then
we ha¨e
k s 0 and s F d 2 y u w , ` . . .
EXAMPLE 1. The differential equation
n
m m mm­ wr­ z s y1 nw 1 q w m G 1 .  .  .  . i
is1
 z1 z2 zn .admits an admissible solution w s 1r e e ??? e y 1 . Here we have
 .s s 2 d s 2m . Hence the bound of s in Theorem 2 is sharp.
 .  . nBecause u w, ` s 1 for any entire function w z on C , by Theorem 2
we have:
 .COROLLARY 4. If 3 admits an admissible entire solution, then
k s 0 and s F d.
Remark. In this paper, we have restricted our attention to the first
order algebraic partial differential equations on C n. In fact, it is very easy
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to generalize the results in this paper into the general case of higher order
algebraic differential equations on C n by the techniques in this paper. We
omit these considerations here.
From the conclusion in this paper, it might appear that the Malmquist
type reasoning is as powerful for algebraic partial differential equations on
C n as it has been in the case of algebraic differential equations in the
complex plane. But from the following examples, we can see some of their
essential differences.
EXAMPLE 2. The partial differential equation
2 2 ’­ wr­ z q ­ wr­ z q ­ wr­ z q ­ wr­ z s 1 q y 1 w .  .  .1 2 1 2
’z q y1 z1 2has an admissible solution w s e . By the way, we have that the
 .  .equation has no admissible solution such a type as w s w z or w s w z1 2
w xby Theorem 1 in 7 . From the example, we can see:
 .1 The Malmquist type result in higher dimension is never a trivial
modification of that in the complex plane.
 .  .2 It is possible that 3 has some admissible solutions, even 1 F
w xs F d y 1 and k s 0. Compared with Theorem 1 in 7 , the result is
different from that in the complex plane.
EXAMPLE 3. The partial differential equation
­ 2 w ­ 2 w
q y 2 ­ wr­ z y 2 ­ wr­ z s y2w .  .1 22 2­ z ­ z1 2
z qz1 2 ’ .has an admissible solution w s e h z q y 1 z having arbitrarily1 2
 .rapid growth, where h u is an arbitrary non-constant meromorphic func-
tion on the complex plane u. By the way, we have that any solution of the
 .  .equation such a type as w s w z or w s w z is entire and finite order1 2
 w x .by a basic result see 16 as a reference . From the example, we can see
that the growth of admissible solutions of the algebraic partial differential
equations on C n seems very different from that of the differential equa-
tions on the complex plane.
3. SOME LEMMAS
LEMMA 1. Let
s k
i jR z , w s a z w b z w .  .  . i j
is0 js0
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be an irreducible rational function in w with the meromorphic coefficients
  .4   .4  . na z and b z . If w s w z is a meromorphic function on C , theni j
 4T r , R z , w z s max s, k T r , w .  . . .
q O T r , a q T r , b . .  . . i j
w xFor the proof of Lemma 1, see Lemma 4 of 15 .
 .  .LEMMA 2. If w s w z is a meromorphic function such that w z satis-
fies the equation
s k
i jV z , w s a z w b z w , 5 .  .  .  . i j
is0 js0
 .  .where 5 is the same as 3 , and if k ) s, then
n
T r , V z , w z s S r q O m r , ­ wr­ z rw , .  .  . . .  . k /
ks1
 .  .where S r is defined by 4 .
w xLemma 2 extends a result of 4 .
Proof. Define
s k
i jP z , w s a z w and Q z , w s b z w . .  .  .  . s i k j
is0 js0
 .We rewrite Q z, w ask
Q z , w s b z w k q b z rb z w ky1 q ??? qb z rb z .  .  .  .  .  . . .k k ky1 k 0 k
s b z w k q B z w ky1 q ??? qB z , .  .  . .k 1 k
 .  .  .  .where B z s b z rb z i s 0, 1, . . . , k .i kyi k
Set
< < < <1r2 < <1r kB z s max 1, B z , B z , . . . , B z , .  .  .  . 41 2 k
 .   . n < < 2 < < 2 24and let E r s z s z , . . . , z g C : z q ??? q z s r ,1 n 1 n
< <E r s z g E r : w z F 2 B z and 4 .  .  .  .1
E r s E r y E r . .  .  .2 1
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 .If z g E r , then1
< <V z , w z . .
< < < < i0qi 1q ? ? ? qi n < < i1 < < i nF c z w ­ wr­ z rw ??? ­ wr­ z rw .  .  .  i. 1 n
d i i1 n< < < < < <F 2 B z c ­ wr­ z rw ??? ­ wr­ z rw . .  .  . .   i. 1 n
Hence we have
1
q < <ln V z , w z s . .H n2p  .E r1
n1
q < <F S r q i ln ­ wr­ z rw s 6 .  .  . Hk k n2p  .E r1ks1
 .  .  .by the definition of B z , where S r is defined by 4 .
 .  <  . <  .  ..If z g E r note w z ) 2 B z for z g E r , then2 2
< < < < < < k < y1 yk <Q z , w s b z w 1 q B z w q ??? qB z w .  .  .  . .k k 1 k
< < < < k < < < k <G b z w 1 y B z rw y ??? y B z rw .  .  . .k 1 k
< < < < kG b z w 1 y B z r 2 B z .  .  . .k
k ky ??? y B z r 2 B z .  . .  . .
yk < < < < ks 2 b z w z . .  .k
 .Hence for z g E r we have2
s k
i j< <V z , w z s a z w b z w .  .  . .  i j
is0 js0
s
y1 iykk < < < < < <F 2 b z a z w z . .  .  .k i
is0
<  . <  .  .Since k ) s and w z ) 2 B z ) 1 for z g E r , we have2
s
y1k< < < < < <V z , w z F 2 b z a z .  .  . . k i
is0
 .for z g E r .2
Therefore we have
1
q < <ln V z , w z s s S r . 7 .  .  . .H n2p  .E r2
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 .  .Combining 6 and 7 we have
1
q < <m r , V z , w z , ` s q ln V z , w z s .  . .  . . H H n /2p  .  .E r E r1 2
n
s S r q O m r , ­ wr­ z rw . 8 .  .  . . i /
is1
  ..  .Now we consider the poles of V z, w z . Let f z be meromorphic on
n  .  . nC . Then there exist entire functions f z and f z on C such that1 2
 .  .  . n  .  y1 . y1 ..f z f z s f z on C and the complex dimension f O l f O1 2 1 2
 .  n  .  . 4F n y 2. Define a divisor n f , a s z g C : af z y f z s 0 for a g C1 2
 .  n  . 4  .and n f , ` s z g C : f z s 0 . We identify n f , a with its multiplicity1
 . .function. Hence n f , a z G 0 is obvious.
We shall verify
s
N r , V z , w z , ` F N r , c , ` q N r , a , ` .  .  . . .   i. i
is0
k
q O N r , b , 0 q N r , b , ` . 9 . .  . . j j /js0
 .The inequality 9 follows from the inequality
s
n V z , w z , ` F n c , ` q n a , ` .  .  . . .   i. i
is0
k
q O n b , 0 q n b , ` . 10 . .  . . j j /js0
The following inequalities were obvious,
s
n P , ` F sn w , ` q n a , ` , 11 .  .  .  .s i
is0
n
n V , ` F n c , ` q max i n ­ wr­ z , ` q i n w , ` .  .  .  .  i. k k 0 5 .i ks1
F n c , ` q 2 dn w , ` , 12 .  .  .  i.
 .where d is the total degree of V z, w in w.
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 . w xBy 18 in 15 we have
k
n Q , ` G kn w , ` y k n b , 0 q n b , ` . 13 .  .  . .  . .k j j
js0
 . . k   . .  . .. nIf n w, ` z F  n b , 0 z q n b , ` z for a point z g C , then byjs0 j j
 .12 we have
n V , ` z F n c , ` z .  .  .  .  i.
k
q 2 d n b , 0 z q n b , ` z . 14 .  .  . .  . . j j
js0
 . . k   . .  . .. nIf n w, ` z )  n b , 0 z q n b , ` z for a point z g C , thenjs0 j j
  ..  .  .z is a pole of Q z, w z . By 11 , 13 , and s - k we havek
n V , ` z s n P rQ , ` z .  .  .  .s k
s n P , ` z y n Q , ` z .  .  .  .s k
s
F sn w , ` z q n a , ` z .  .  .  . i
is0
k
y kn w , ` z y k n b , 0 z q n b , ` z .  .  .  . .  . . j j /js0
s k
F n a , ` z q k n b , 0 z q n b , ` z . .  .  .  . .  . . i j j
is0 js0
15 .
 .  .Combining 14 and 15 we have
n V , ` z F n a , ` z q n c , ` z .  .  .  .  .  . i  i.
k
 4q max 2 d , k n b , 0 z q n b , ` z .  . .  . . j j
js0
n  .for any z g C , and 10 follows.
 .  .Combining 8 and 9 , we get Lemma 2.
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4. PROOF OF THEOREM 1
 .  .Let w s w z be an admissible solution of 3 . Suppose k G 1. We
 .rewrite Eq. 3 as
V z , w z y P z , w z s P z , w z rQ z , w z , 16 .  .  .  .  . .  .  .  .1 2 k
 .  .   ..where P z, w and P z, w are polynomials in w, deg P z, w - k,1 2 w 2
  ..  4  .deg P z, w s max s y k, 0 , and the coefficients of P z, w andw 1 1
 .   .4   .4  .  .P z, w in w are rational of a z and b z . Since P z, w rQ z, w is2 i j s k
  ..irreducible in w, we have P z, w z k 0.2
   ..   ...  .  .By Lemma 1 we have T r, P z, w z rQ z, w z s kT r, w q S r .2 k
 .  .  n   . ..By Lemma 2 we have T r, V y P s S r q O  m r, ­ wr­ z rw .1 ks1 k
 .Hence by 16 we have
n
kT r , w s S r q O m r , ­ wr­ z rw . 17 .  .  .  . . i /
is1
By the Lemma of the logarithmic derivative in several complex variables
 w x.  .see 3 and the condition that w s w z is an admissible solution, we
 .have that 17 is a contradiction. Hence k s 0. Theorem 1 follows.
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